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other accolades include a second Governor
General’s Literary Award and four successive
New York Times Best Illustrated Children’s
Book of the Year citations. He lives in Halifax,
Nova Scotia, with his wife and two sons.
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HONEYBEE

One summer morning
deep in the nest,
a brand-new honeybee
squirms,
pushes,
chews
through the wax cap of
her solitary cell and
into . . .
a teeming, trembling
flurry.
Hummmmm!
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THE BUSY LIFE OF APIS MELLIFERA

Honeybee

A nd so begins the story of

Apis mellifera.
Follow the life cycle of this
devoted and extraordinary worker
as she cleans the hive, tends to
larvae and the queen, builds wax
comb, and guards the hive from
invaders—before embarking on her
first flight to seek nectar.
Candace Fleming’s hypnotic
text and Caldecott Medalist Eric
Rohmann’s glorious, meticulously
detailed oil paintings, including a
spectacular double gatefold of Apis
in flight, perfectly complement each
other, as they did in their awardwinning picture book, Giant Squid.

around us. And his message has
endured for generations, inspiring
countless children and families.
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Join Caldecott Medalist Matthew Cordell
on an expertly guided tour of the
neighborhood, and world, of Fred
McFeely Rogers.
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The spunky and hilarious Lucy
McGee stands up to bullying,
makes some pretty bad judgment
calls, and still figures out how to
bring the whole Songwriting Club
together in this high-spirited
follow-up to News from Me,
Lucy McGee.
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For Bob, being a postman
from space is routine.
And he loves routine.
Easy and peaceful,
that’s how Bob likes it.
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lucy McGee
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read all the

is an illustrator, children’s picture
book artist, graphic novelist, and
advertising artist. He illustrated
Sleep, Sheep!, which was named
a Best Books for Kids and Teens,
starred selection, by the Canadian
Children’s Book Centre. He lives
in Gatineau, Quebec, Canada.
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The big talent show is coming up and
Lucy McGee and Phillip Lee are sure
that they have a hit on their hands
with “The Together Song.” They’re
shocked when Scarlett steals the lyrics
and tries to pass off their work as her
own. Have no fear, Lucy and Phillip
aren’t finished scheming yet. But
then, neither is Scarlett.
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Margi Preus

JESSICA MESERVE has
written and illustrated her own
picture books as well as other books
that have been published in the
US and the UK. She was born
in Maine and lives in England.
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of becoming a voyageur, Jean Pierre
Petite Le Rouge stows away in one of
the canoes traveling from Montreal to
a faraway trading post. He’s so excited,
he can’t stay hidden long and soon
finds himself perched on the bow
of the canoe, whiskers to the wind,
singing his heart out.
The voyageurs are not amused to
find a pesky red squirrel among their
crew. He rides, but does not paddle!
He eats, but does not cook! On the
portages, he doesn’t carry anything—
sometimes it is he who is carried! And
he’s a terrible singer. What kind of
voyageur is that? Fortunately, his kind
crewmate Jean Gentille takes pity on
him and lets “Le Rouge” ride in his vest
pocket.
But when they finally arrive at the
trading post, Jean Pierre Petite Le
Rouge is in for a terrible shock—the
voyageurs have traveled 1,200 miles
to collect what? Furs! Skins! The pelts
of his fellow fur-bearers! Heartsick,
he believes he will have to give up his
dream of becoming a voyageur. Unless,
of course, he can find a way to change
their minds.
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what it was like to be young and vulnerable at a time when the
world suddenly changed.”
—Helen Frost, Printz Honor author of Keesha’s House and Hidden
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A stunning debut novel
a family divided, a
going to war, and a gi
to feel at hom

It’s early September 2001,

As weeks pass, Fiona takes on more
and more adult responsibilities, while
each of the younger girls finds their
own special role in their atypical
family. But even if things seem to be
falling into place, Fiona can’t help
but worry that it is only a matter of
time before they are caught. What
she needs to do is find them a real
guardian.
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Blurb TK—Rosanne Parry, New York Times best-selling author of A Wolf Called Wander

McCready are left on their own when
their missionary parents are washed
away in a tsunami. Fortunately, their
great aunt Martha volunteers to have
them live with her on her farm in
British Columbia. But while they
are traveling there, Martha dies
unexpectedly, forcing Fiona, the
eldest, to come up with a scheme to
keep social services from separating
the girls—a scheme that will only
work if no one knows they are living
For now
on their own.
we are home.
Fiona approaches their grouchy
and indifferent neighbor Al and asks
if he will pretend to be their live-in
Praise for The Places We Sleep
legal guardian should papers need to
be signed or if anyone comes snooping
“Abbey’s voice is so honest, so spot-on. I absolutely adored this
tender story! A much-needed addition to middle-grade literature.” around. He reluctantly agrees, under
the condition that they bring him
—Ellie Terry, author of Forget Me Not
dinner every night.
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A hilariou
celebrated

Author of the Newbery Honor Book
Everything on a Waffle

and educator who received her MFA
in poetry from the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. After teaching
English at the middle school, high school,
and college levels, she was named a
Nashville Blue Ribbon Teacher. The Places
We Sleep is her debut novel. Caroline
lives in Nashville with her family. Visit
her online at carolineduboiswrites.com.
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Caroline Brooks DuBois is a poet

MARGARET FERGUSON BOOKS

A Junior Library Guild Selection
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of many books for young people,
including Very Rich, The Night
Garden, Everything on a Waffle
(a Newbery Honor Book), The
Trolls (a National Book Award
Finalist), and The Canning Season
(winner of the National Book
Award). She lives in British
Columbia with her family. Visit
her at pollyhorvath.com.
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Can two children escape
North Korea on their own?
North Korea, 1950. Twelve-year-old Sora Pak
and her family live under an iron set of rules:
No travel without a permit. No criticism of
the government. No absences from communist meetings. Repeat slogans. Don’t trust
your neighbors. Don’t speak your mind. You
are being watched.
There is no hope for escape . . . until
war breaks out between North and South
Korea. Suddenly there is chaos, and everyone
is fleeing. The Paks’ plan to get to freedom
is simple: they will walk hundreds of miles
from their tiny mountain village to the South
Korean city of Busan.
But when a bombing changes everything, Sora must get herself and her
eight-year-old brother, Youngsoo, to South
Korea alone—across rivers, over mountains,
around enemy soldiers and border guards,
and even through Pyongyang itself, all while
staving off frostbite and starvation. Can two
children survive three hundred miles of war
zone in winter?
Haunting, timely, and beautiful, this
harrowing novel—inspired by the experiences of the author’s mother—offers readers
a glimpse into a vanished time and a closed
nation.
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MARY AMATO is the author of
THE LITTLEST VOYAGEUR
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THE

Lucy McGee’s ukulele is missing—and if she doesn’t find it
soon, she’ll be kicked out of the Songwriting Club!
When Lucy learns that YouTube songwriting stars Ben &
Bree are playing a show on Saturday and they’re giving away
a free ukulele, it seems like the perfect solution . . . if she can
get a ticket.
Soon, frenemy Scarlett announces that she has an extra
ticket to the show, and everyone in the Songwriting Club is
trying to win her over. Lucy McGee will have to get extra
creative to find out what happened to her uke and to charm
AN
ewbery H oNor AScarlett
utHor in this humorous but heartfelt
the
always-scheming
bybook.
illustratedPictures
chapter
Check out the back of the book for lyrics to all the songs.
Hear the songs at maryamato.com/lucy-songs/.
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the popular
Riot Brothers series, The
Canoe after canoe after canoe—a
whole brigade
Word Eater,
Ourmy
Teacher Is a Vampire
of canoes—moved along the waterway
below
and Other
treetop home. Each big birch-bark
canoe (Not)
loadedTrue Stories, and
otherpropelled
novels. She
with many bundled parcels. Each
by is also a songwriter
and musician.
Her home is in
a crew of eight to twelve voyageurs.
Each
Hyattsville,
voyageur paddling like mad. And
singing! Maryland. Visit her
maryamato.com
I sang a song, too: “Come at
back!
I want

The average eight-year-old
is about five times as tall as this
book . . . but only half as tall as
an ostrich. And an ostrich is half
as tall as a giraffe, which is one
twentieth as tall as a California
redwood! How do redwoods
compare to the tallest buildings?
To Mount Everest? To planets,
stars, galaxy clusters . . . and the
universe?
Jason Chin, the award-winning
author and artist of Grand Canyon
and other distinguished
informational books, has once
again found a way to make a
complex subject (size, scale, and
almost unimaginable distance)
accessible and understandable
to readers of all ages. Starting
small and moving through the
astronomical, this is a book that
will truly allow you to find your
place in the universe.
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Visit her at antoinetteportis.com.
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And suddenly, in the hands of
award-winning author and
artist Antoinette Portis, the
commonplace becomes
extraordinary.

Neal Porter Books / Holiday House

prestigious Sendak Fellowship,
she lives in Southern California.

Can you find your place
in the universe?

day, voices from the natural
world pose a series of riddles
to a curious little girl—and to
the reader.
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Mister Rogers encouraged love, respect,
and kindness for people and the world

by Caldecott Medalist
MATTHEW CORDELL

EAN
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talent through more than 900 episodes of
his beloved children’s television program,
Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood.

Candace and Eric’s collaborations
include Strongheart: Wonder Dog
of the Silver Screen, the popular
Bulldozer books, and Giant Squid,
named a Sibert Honor Book, an
NCTE Orbis Pictus Honor Book,
and a Charlotte Zolotow Honor
Book. They live near Chicago,
Illinois.
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Throughout his life, Fred Rogers showed
his love for others in many ways—as
a singer, composer, puppeteer, writer,
minister, husband, father, neighbor, and
friend. And he channeled this love and

ERIC ROHMANN is the
award-winning author and/or
illustrator of many beloved books
for children. He received a
Caldecott Honor for Time Flies
and a Caldecott medal for My
Friend Rabbit.
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51899

and public-school art teacher. She
recently wrote and illustrated the
picture book Big and Little: A Story of
Opposites about which Kirkus said:
“Two canine friends chase a butterfly
in an adventurous romp. . . . Few words
pair with lots of humor for a delightful
outing.” Ms. Pilgrim lives near
Houston, Texas. cherylpilgrim.com.

This is a book for anyone who feels
lost, lonely, or unable to fit in.

★The Horn Book

Nonﬁction
CANDACE FLEMING is
the author of more than twenty
distinguished books for children
including The Family Romanov:
Murder, Rebellion, and the Fall of
Imperial Russia, winner of, among
other awards, the Boston Globe–
Horn Book Award for Nonfiction,
the NCTE Orbis Pictus Award,
and a Sibert Honor.
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Printed in China

Margi Preus has written several
books for young readers, including
the Newbery Honor book Heart of a
Samurai. Ms. Preus is happiest when
paddling a kayak or a canoe and has
taken many trips in the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area of northern
Minnesota (where the voyageurs
once paddled). She lives in Duluth,
Minnesota. margipreus.com.

book, based on his own experience,
and masterfully illustrated by
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powerful and ultimately uplifting

Love and support triumph over
nerves in this empowering picture
book with crisp, punchy writing
and radiant illustrations.

the Society of Illustrators Original Art show. His
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Children’s Literature Award. Small in the City,
the first book that he has both written and
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Joanne Schwartz, which was awarded the
Kate Greenaway Medal and the TD Canadian
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Poet Jordan Scott writes movingly
about a boy who stutters in this

Baseball and bricklaying take
real grit. But with practice,
the right gear, and a whole lot
of determination, this mom and
daughter boost each other toward
success. Together, they share a
sweet reward.

by Jo Ellen Bogart; and Town Is by the Sea by

.
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illustrator includes Sidewalk Flowers by
JonArno Lawson; The White Cat and the Monk

ISBN: 978-0-8234-3663-7

you tried to speak?

Nervous?
A little.

’s work as an

In this quiet story a young girl and her
older companion describe the garden
they love as it passes gently through the
seasons. Originally published in 1960,
IN MY GARDEN, by beloved picture
book author Charlotte Zolotow, has
been freshly reimagined by acclaimed
author/illustrator Philip Stead as an
homage to nature, friendship, and the
passage of time.

★Kirkus Reviews

ecott Medal. He is the illustrator
any more books for young readers,
ding Special Delivery and The Only
in the Sea, both written by Philip C.
d. Matthew lives with his wife,
or Julie Halpern, and their two
ren in suburban Chicago.

for children. He lives in the Comox Valley on

Katie Kath graduated from the
Savannah College of Art and
Design (SCAD) with an MF A in
illustration. Some of the books
she’s illustrated for children have
been recognized by folks like the
Bank Street College of Education,
the New York Public Library, the
Children’s Book Council, and the
Junior Library Guild. Katie’s home
base is North Carolina, where she
plays with her dog and cat, draws
cartoons, and counts the days
until Christmas. V isit her at
www.ktkath.com.

back of your mouth whenever

A gutsy young pitcher takes the
mound.
A hardworking mom lays a brick
foundation.

Poetry Prize for his contributions to Canadian
poetry. I Talk Like a River is Scott’s first book

Vancouver Island with his wife and two sons.

In the spring what I love most to
do is fly kites.
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author and illustrator of many
rated picture books, including
in the Snow, recipient of the 2018

This mom and daughter are ready
for action!
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sounds of words all around me.
And I can’t say them all . . .
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I wake up each morning with the

Board of Canada project, Flub and Utter: A
Poetic Memoir of the Mouth. Scott was the

IN THE SPRING what I love best
in my garden are the birds
building nests.
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April, May, June, July
Summer blue or winter sky
Winter, spring, summer, fall
Oh, I really love them all!
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Ni kki Tate

is a poet whose

Birmingham, England, and spent her
childhood roaming the globe. She is
the author of more than three dozen
books for children. Over the years,
she’s worked as a book reviewer, a
bookseller, a professional storyteller,
and a farmer. Nikki’s home base is in
the Rocky Mountains, but she loves to
travel, particularly if she can find a
rock to climb or an ocean to sail.
Visit her at www.nikkitate.com.
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H

June, 1993.
City girl Claire has been shipped off to spend
the summer in Indianola, Texas, a tiny town on
the Gulf. There’s nothing too remarkable about
Indianola. It’s Nowheresville: rundown, remote,
and sweltering, the sunshine as hot as oil.
Except . . . there is something remarkable.
Memories shimmer and change.
Lizards whisper riddles under the pecan trees.
People disappear as if they never existed.
Yesterday keeps coming unspooled, like a videotape.
And worst of all, a red-lightning storm from
beyond our world may just wipe the whole town
off the map, if Claire and Julie (her new-friendslash-maybe-girlfriend) can’t stop it.
Because reality doesn’t apply in Indianola.
Indianola is not supposed to exist.
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A lush, thrilling genre bender, Forget This Ever
Happened is the newest novel from award-winning
author Cassandra Rose Clarke. Surprising, brilliant, and, like, totally tight, Forget This Ever
Happened is speculative horror at its finest,

by Philip K. Dick Award-Nominated Author
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From Brother’s Keeper

FORGET THIS EVER HAPPENED
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Clarke
Sometimes there’s a town called Indianola.
And sometimes there isn’t.
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featuring an Own Voices Queer romance and
dark, dazzling world-building.
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